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P  R  I  M  A  T  E 
1. The One and Only Ivan won the 2013 Newbery Medal. That means 

it was judged the best children’s book for that year. Choose four 
letters to make a word that means the same thing as to judge or 
evaluate.

2. Ivan and Julia, a girl who visited him in the evenings, were very 
good at drawing and painting. Use three of these letters to spell a 
word that tells what type of activity this is.

3. Choose letters to form a four-letter word that completes this 
sentence: Ivan had been in a cage at the Exit 8 Big Top Mall and 
Video Arcade for nine thousand eight hundred and fifty-five days. 
That’s a very long _________. 

Ivan is a very smart silverback  
gorilla. He is able to use his  
spelling skills to solve a  
problem and save a  
friend. Use the  
individual letters  
in the word “primate”  
to solve clues that  
tell you some things  
about Ivan.
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Ivan is a very smart silverback  
gorilla. He is able to use his  
spelling skills to solve a  
problem and save a  
friend. Use the  
individual letters  
in the word “primate”  
to solve clues that  
tell you some things  
about Ivan.
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1. Ivan was a massive silverback gorilla who lived by himself in a 

cage at a shopping mall. Use three letters to spell a word that can 
be used in place of gorilla. 

2. Remove the P from the word you wrote in #1 and add one letter to 
spell a word that tells what the hungry Ivan really liked to do.  

3. For entertainment, Ivan had an old television to watch and a swing 
to play on. Remove the A from the word you wrote in #2 and add 
two new letters that spell a word that tells what the swing was 
made from. 

4. Ivan, Bob, and Julia were an unlikely group of friends. Keep the 
T and E from the word you wrote in #3 and add two new letters 
to spell a word that means the same thing as a group working 
together for the same goal. 

5. Rearrange the letters in the word you wrote in #4 to spell a word 
that means the opposite of wild. Because Ivan was this, it was not 
easy for him to be around other gorillas. 

Spell-It Script
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Ivan, a silverback gorilla, is considered a primate. A primate is a mammal that can 
grasp with its hands and feet and has a short snout and a large brain. Primates are 
social animals. Monkeys, apes, gibbons, and humans are all considered primates. 

Directions: For each letter in the word PRIMATE, find and write down the title of a book 
that begins with that letter. (Write the author’s name as well.) These can be picture 
books, fiction books, nonfiction books, or another type of book of your choice, but all 
should be the same type of book.  

Primate
Book Title Challenge

Book Titles
P              

R              

I              

M              

A              

T              

E               

These titles are all examples of _________________________________ books.

Extra Credit: Read one of these books and write down five interesting things 
about it. (You may use the back of this paper.) 
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Book Titles
P Pioneer Girl: The Story of Laura Ingalls Wilder, by William Anderson.

R Rosa, by Nikki Giovanni.

I It Can’t be Done, Nellie Bly!, by Nancy Butcher.

M Martin’s Big Words: The Life of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., by Doreen 
Rappaport

A Abe Lincoln: The Boy Who Loved Books, by William Kay Winters.

T Take the Lead, George Washington, by Judith St. George.

E Eleanor, Quiet No More: The Life of Eleanor Roosevelt, by Doreen 
Rappaport.

These titles are all examples of Biography books.

Extra Credit: Read one of these books and write down five interesting things 
about it. (You may use the back of this paper.) 
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A Word Workout with the Letter “G”

Ivan   Great Gorilla

Ivan the gorilla lived at Exit 8 Big Top Mall.
His gloomy cage did not look like a jungle at all.

Instead of green grass, tall trees, and long vines
A TV and tire swing could be found in his grim confines.

The gray-backed ape had good friends, like Julia and Stella.
And there was Bob, a stray dog, a gruff but sensible fella.

Ivan would have been grateful to keep things this way,
Until Ruby the baby elephant arrived one glorious day.

This grand event caused some to grin and some to weep.
Then a grave promise was made that Ivan vowed he would keep.

Based on a great story that is remarkable and true,
The One and Only Ivan may be a prize-winning book written for you.


